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A BUILDING USED FOR PUBLIC CHRISTIAN OF WORSHIP

Take a woman who has recently given birth to church as a celebration of thanksgiving 
In Brittany the late 20th century churching was a really common practice becaus basi-
cally like women werent allowed to be seen in public until they were readmitted to the 
church. So that’s like what churching was. and like they weren’t allowed to be seen in 
public until after being churched so like they would have to walk through yards ad stuf 
to get to the church while eveyrone tried not to make eye contatct”  “taht’s really weird” 
“ heh yeah” “ Like I feel giving birth should be like a holy thing” “well... christianity”. 
“ why did you even have church open on your computer?” “they were talking about it in 
discord”

Now this begs the question what kind of discord is Phoebe in where she is just talking 
casually about church? Is she secretly a big fan of churches? Based off my observation 
of her in the wild I think not, but if someone will write you a three page essay about 
strega nona and why it is a great book then you really can’t tell what’s going on in their 
mind can you?

“One of my favorite brands of humor is when a dictionary definition uses the word in its 
definition” “okay that’s actually hilarious” 

Man that really is what you get when you put a Theatre/DA major and a Lit nerd in the 
same room huh
*Every single word is intentional there have been no typos. If you see one no you don’t-
-Phoebe

A BUILDING THAT LOOKS LIKE A PAGODA

Yup looks like a pagoda to 
me, thank you Merriam-

Webster
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QUOTES TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT

High lactose cheeses <3

Milk from cows goats 

and sheep

I gotta have sex with a man on stage! Multiple times! Oh speaking of cheryl I just did my course eval. We both 
nutted but I was not gonna get pregnant (this is about having a sex onstage with a man, not Cheryl). Can bugs 

even get pregnant? like imagine being a dragonfly get to have sex all day and just die. World ending nut. 
 The thing is Cock and Balls is funny! Like it’s funny!
 She secretly is a church. Well in the bible the definition of church is the body of christ. well it’s a really 
sexy body. yea it is
 You know what’s funny? No. Yea neither do I
 That’s so cute of them (in regards to the role of sex and sexuality in organized  religion) 
 Time to go kill and dismember people for fun!!
 This is really sexy
 Also I think my aunt and uncle are staying in the same room, so don’t really want to stay in the same bed 
as my girlfriend while my aunt and uncle are in the same room.
 What the hell!? I cannot understand what my eyes are doing...what the? why do they look like Dogs? 
 How did your head get so long?
 I just wanna find my fucking whales please man
 cause my...cause my cora ball...my cora ball ate my bra. 
 Somethings a little sussy baka about that. I dunno what that is (in an affected british accent)
 *starts growling indistinctly*
 I was fully expecting your wife to be dead. yea no, like the fact that your wife looked exactly like Katie’s 
dead mom. You were both surpirsed by that. 
 Is this a flashlight? I hope it’s a flashlight. Theres a little bit of crustyness around the outside. No one’s 
sticking their peepis in a flashlight.
 No she doesn’t work here any more she’s pregnant. Oh no she was gone and now she’s back. Damn that 
was fast
 This is the most alcoholic lube i’ve ever smelt. I feel like someone is gonna read this and be like ‘FUCK 
FuCK! Not my cum bottle’. If your cum looks like that then you have problems.
 Don’t take my quotes out of context >_<
 I like it when the main character gets older and gets hotter. You should say ‘attributed to my girlfriend’. 
‘To my ex girlfriend’.  *look of confusion*. Do i need to leave you guys alone for a sec? Oh no like wanting the 
older hotter version. 
Snoberry spelled S N O. I’m sno not interested
 I just want candy, enchiladas, and hummus why is that so hard for the world to accommodate
 Can I steal your peep plushie? no please don’t. You aren’t allowed to steal from us, only from the deniso-
nian. Speaking of which...Nope, nope, there’s someone in there. Man fuck the denisonian. Should I put that in?
 I feel bad for opening this tea and it just being awful. I’m sure you can just leave it and someone else will 
eat it later...yea....... How’s the diet going?
 I tried to eat a hoagie last night. And today I ate a sandwich with salami :) and wheat bread. My tummy is 
so small but she wants to be so big. 
 My hands kinda burn rn and I hope it is the battery acid from the flashlight not something else
 And I would make myself an actual proper meal...The violence in the denisonian office. *mimics hitting 
someone with a folding chair* They said ‘Why aren’t they submitting’!! Anyway so I made myself a meal.
 I love a Glug
 I don’t know what’s better, Brain tonic of the Immortals or Randy Beefgrass.
 This is the most non pornographic picture we could pull up for a before picture, good ole Randy Beef-
grass

-William Kelsey, Phoebe Martin, and Anna Jones 


